Nanomaterials, Soft Matter, and Electronic Materials Find Common Ground at 2003 MRS Spring Meeting

concepts in designing nanoscale electronic
and photonic devices. The Symposium
offered sessions on quantum dots, nanoparticles, nanowires, self-assembly, photonic crystals, and molecular electronics
and photonics. This topic stimulated interactions between researchers from a broad
range of areas as a joint session was held
with Symposia J and P on self-assembly.
L. Brus (Columbia) described some
recent studies related to the electronic
structures of 1–2 nm silicon nanocrystals
whose surfaces are passivated with oxide
shells and hydrogen atoms. M. Sailor
(UCSD) discussed how nanoparticles
made of porous silicon (called “smart
dust”) could be encoded with photonic
features and then used to detect toxic
chemicals and biological species. D. Norris
(Univ. Minnesota) described a simple and
convenient method for derivatizing quantum dots with hydrophilic lipids, as well
as their use as fluorescent labels in biological systems. X. Peng (Univ. Arkansas)
explicitly discussed the rational synthesis
of semiconductor nanocrystals with controllable sizes and aspect-ratios. C. Murray
(IBM) presented a solution-phase method
for the synthesis of PbSe nanocrystals and
nanowires. R. Vaia discussed a range of
research activities at the AFRL related to
the fabrication of organic–inorganic
hybrid photonic systems. V. Colvin (Rice
Univ., California) illustrated how biological nanostructures such as viruses could
be used as templates to generate 3D metal
nanostructures.
In the joint session, G. Stucky (UCSB)
demonstrated how self-assembly on different scales could be exploited to create
nanostructures for various applications.
P. Wiltzius (Univ. Illinois) discussed the
use of self-assembly (with spherical colloids as the building blocks) and twophoton optical lithography in generating
photonic crystals.
C. Murphy (Univ. South Carolina) discussed a seed-mediated method for the
synthesis of gold and silver nanorods
with controllable aspect ratios. W. Buhro
(Washington Univ., Missouri) presented
recent studies on the synthesis and optical characterization of quantum wires
made of III–V and II–VI semiconductors.
N. Abbott (Univ. Wisconsin—Madison)
discussed how liquid crystals could be
used as an amplifying system for detecting biological species. S.A. Jenekhe (Univ.
Washington, Washington) described the
rational design and self-assembly of conjugated polymers into uniform nanowires. J. Rogers (Bell Laboratories/
Lucent Technologies, New Jersey) discussed a number of methods for fabricating electronic devices from soft organic
530
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Figure. Nanolithography methods: (a) electron beam; (b) laser interference;
(c) diblock copolymer; and (d) alumina nanopores. Prepared by I.V. Roshchin.
Images provided by A. Hoffmann, C. Ross, K. Liu, C.P. Li, and I.V. Roshchin.
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